Rose Freeman’s Piano Studio
Project #3 - Present your teaching
1. Three lessons video recorded with the same student - TPP31A, TPP31B, TPP31C
2. Supporting written materials
Lesson Outline for TPP31A with Clara Schumann - March 2013
1. A-flat Major Scale
-Descend, then ascend 2 octaves
-Right hand and left hand separate
-Met. = 63
-1 note per tick (quarter note), 1 octave
-2 notes per tick (eighth note), 2 octaves (say ap-ple)
2. B Major Arpeggio
-Ascend, then descend 2 octaves
-confident jump
-right hand and left hand separate
4. Introduce Ancient Tale
*note: This is the second week working on Ancient Tale. The previous week we
just spent 5 minutes listening to it and coloring the different melodic ideas.*
-form of the piece, not a simple structure
-song like structure = cantabile
-introduction melody, development, then slight recapitulation
5. Royal Fanfare from PianoTown Book 2
-technique studied: inversions
-worked on rhythm with metronome, counted out loud
-asked her to write in the key structure for the inversions
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6. Sightreading Leila Fletcher book 2
Lesson Outline for TPP31B with Clara Schumann - May 2013
(May 3, 2013) - 45 minute lesson
1. F# Major scale
-2 octaves, hands together
-72 = one note per tick
2. Chord progression to play & improvise: D minor, Bb Major, G minor, A Major
-right hand = chords
-left hand = bass line (D, B, G, A) in octaves
3. Invention in D Minor
-worked on: energizer eighth notes and a strong left hand theme
-new way to count: chocolate = eighth notes; cake = quarter notes
4. An Ancient Tale
-worked on:
-pedal changes, helped her listen for where to change
-wrote in 10 practice sections
-practiced right and left hand alone
-practice voicing the right hand = 6 violins, left hand = 1 cello
-discovered some theory and chord structures in the piece, heard the colorful
harmonies common in 20th century contemporary music
5. Paradise Isle duet (secondo part)
-worked on dynamic shaping of phrases and balance with the primo part
6. Minuet in G Major from PianoTown Book 2
-worked on steadiness with no pauses between measures
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-helped her ending to be strong and confident, practiced the end together
7. Theory pages that correspond with “Minuet in G Major” from PianoTown Book 2
8. Sight reading book borrowed: “Assorted Chocolates” by John Robert Poe
Lesson Outline for TPP31C with Clara Schumann - June 2013 (45 minute lesson)
1. G Major Scale
-3 octaves, hands together, a 10th apart
-66 = two notes per tick
2. An Ancient Tale
-worked on:
-pedal changes, helped her listen for where to change
-wrote in 10 practice sections
-practiced right and left hand alone
-practice voicing the right hand = 6 violins, left hand = 1 cello
-discovered some theory and chord structures in the piece, heard the colorful
harmonies common in 20th century contemporary music
3. Paradise Isle duet (secondo part)
-worked on balance between the two parts & corrected a rhythmic mistake
4. Selected pieces sight read in lesson from “Silly Sonatinas” by John Robert Poe
- “Sonatina for an Apple Tree”
- “Sonatina for a Leprechaun”
5. Sight reading book borrowed: “Cat Tales” by Rosemary Byers
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Lesson evaluation for TPP31A - April 2013
I prepared well for this lesson in order to teach Clara how to use her imagination with
colors to shape the phrases (expressionism), how to find the melody (individuality), and how to
learn rhythm by humming the melody. I also taught her about the effects World War 1 and II had
on the Contemporary period style of music so she could reflect on the brokenness and healing of
music during that era.
The pacing of this lesson gave enough time for Clara to understand her technique assignment and know how to practice “An Ancient Tale.” In a regular lesson, I usually spend time
reviewing her theory and method book pieces as well.
My verbal and non-verbal communication in this lesson contributed to an encouraging
lesson that was not too negative. Rather than carrying a negative attitude in the lesson, I responded positively to her musical discoveries. However, I want to continue to learn how to explain concepts simply with as few words possible.
My teaching style provided answers to Clara’s questions, made her aware of sections she
would need to practice carefully and slowly, and helped her use her ear when changing pedal. I
instructed her how to practice at home well by breaking the piece into specific practice sections
so she is more structured. Next, I made her aware of the challenge of pedaling in this piece and
had her hear the correct way to pedal while I played the notes. I instructed her clearly how to
practice the left hand alone and begin pedaling at home. Overall, this lesson opened up Clara’s
imagination to discover the depth of beauty in this piece as well as prepared her to practice.

Lesson evaluation for TPP31B - May 2013
This lesson focused primarily on equipping Clara to play hands together as well as expressing the ancient story through her musicianship. We spent a majority of the time practicing
together in her lesson. I value practicing together in lessons to create a less intimidating atmosphere and to teach how to repeatedly practice and listen at home. The concepts I gave her to understand the chord structure helped her to remember where her hands move very well. However,
after reviewing the lesson, next time I will ask her more questions about the chord structure or
sound of the melody, rather than telling her about it. The way I responded to her questions
boosted her confidence to practice at home.
I diagnosed underlying causes of problems of rhythm, notes, and pedaling soon after
Clara made a mistake. Because she does not have this piece at a performance level, we worked
through the piece as she played it. I encouraged her in the sections she played lovely and worked
through the trouble places to fix mistakes. The pacing of the lesson was appropriate for her because we went over the piece several times while addressing different technical difficulties to
beautify. Clara does a great job changing the pedal when I remind her it is muddy, however, she
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does not use her ear to hear the muddiness on her own. I know my teaching would be more effective by continuing to help her to use her ear for pedaling mistakes, rather than telling her
where she makes mistakes.
My overall teaching style prepared Clara to practice at home, encouraged her to solve
problems on her own, and inspired her to see the story, harmony, and chords in this contemporary
piece.
Lesson evaluation for TPP31C - June 2013
During this lesson, I heard her run through “An Ancient Tale” without any stopping. We
spent time working through some details such as dynamics, pedaling, voicing, and quick left
hand jumps in “An Ancient Tale.”
After watching the video, I noticed positive aspects of my teaching and qualities I can
improve as well. First of all, I encouraged her detailed dynamics but also helped her see the big
picture of dynamic contrast in the piece. Rather than telling her how she played poorly, I noticed
her improvements and went into further improvement from there. Also, I helped her listen to the
quality of sound at the end of a phrase and match that dynamic at the beginning of the next
phrase. We conquered a rhythm problem by clapping and singing the correct rhythm. This
would have been more effective if we clapped and sang the rhythm several more times. Finally,
we listened to the melody with simple I-IV-I-V-I chords without the colorful extended chords.
Clara may have understood this concept more if I explained what an extended chord was, specifically the major 7th chord in the opening left hand phrase. At the end of her lesson, we talked
once again about the involvement of the listener in this contemporary style piece. She has a
great understanding of the beauty, brokenness, and redemption theme in this tale. Next, we discovered the harmony in the left hand bass notes (in D Major) to help her remember where to
leap. This lesson helped her with telling the story of this ancient tale through dynamics, correct
rhythm, and an understanding of extended chords. Finally, I had her perform one more performance of the piece to prepare for the recital.
Approach to student’s learning ability - Clara Schumann
Clara is primarily an aural learner. When I first introduce a piece, Clara and I sight-sing
the melody and create words to go with the different voices. This helps her learn the rhythms,
notes, and how to shape phrases. We talk through the piece to develop a story so she can imagine herself as the main character. Furthermore, she responds best to verbal and some written instructions on how to practice at home. In order to remember her bass line, I help her discover
harmonies and chord structures so she can listen for what comes next in the progression. I taught
her to learn dynamics well by counting out loud at the correct loudness or quietness for the piece.
Instead of telling Clara how to play with correct technique, musicianship, or rhythm, I ask her
questions and have her repeat the instructions. I often assign chord progressions to Clara so she
can compose a melody with structure. These are some techniques I use to teach Clara who
grasps auditory learning best.
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Even though Clara is an auditory learner, I also incorporate visual and kinesthetic learning approaches. For example, I use colors on her page to aid her memory of dynamics, rhythm
mistakes, and form in her repertoire. Additionally, I demonstrate correct hand positions, articulation, and posture rather than giving only verbal instructions. This is crucial to her learning so she
can see how the technique is done correctly. I also incorporate kinesthetic learning into lessons
by counting out loud along with tapping, clapping, or marching to assist her feel the beat internally and play accurate rhythm. Sometimes, I teach her the fingering of a piece or scale first so
that her fingering is correct and confident. It is vital for musicians to learn aurally, visually, and
kinesthetically.
Goals for student in next 14-16 weeks - Clara Schumann
I am looking forward to continuing lessons with Clara in the next 14-16 weeks to broaden her
repertoire, knowledge in theory, and technical skills. In her fourth year of piano study, I want her
to complete her method book study in PianoTown Book 2 and begin pieces from “Celebration
Series” book 1 and 2. She has already played a piece from the Baroque, Classical, Romantic,
and Contemporary eras and shows great interest to increase her repertoire. Some specific repertoire I want her to study selections that include Short Preludes by J.S. Bach, Sonatinas Op. 36 by
Clementi, Six Sonatinas by Haydn, arrangements of Preludes by Chopin, and Mikrokosmos
Book I, II, and III by Bartok.
When she completes her PianoTown Theory Book 2, I will begin her in “The Lawless Theory
Course” by James Lawless. This is a great course to teach because exercises such as scales,
rhythm, cadences, and transposing are taught in this book and require the student to complete
theory at the keyboard.
As far as technique, Clara can play all of her major scales hands together at a slow and consistent
tempo with the metronome. I will teach her to play minor scales hands together up for 4 octaves,
as well as learning her major cadence patterns (I-IV-I-V7-I, I-IV-ii-V7-I, and I-IV-vi-V7-I), arpeggios, studies in “Schmitt Preperatory Exercises,” and studies in “A Dozen A Day” book 1 and
2. These are some goals I have in mind for Clara in the coming year.
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